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Fantastic Fest 2006. I have never had more fun at a festival of films I typically hate. With notable 
exceptions, horror generally freaks me out, Sci-Fi's gadgets-over-story wears me thin, and I 
haven't the patience [excuse me, "sense of wonder"] for fantasy. Surprisingly, I loved the films, 
and the people and whole experience. I traveled outside my comfort zone and watched (and 
enjoyed!) films with bloodlusting teenage vampires, tragic stabbings of the mentally insane, and 
several plots with bear traps. I met and pal’d around with a loud frat guy from Philly (aka, 
efilmcritic.com guru Scott Weinberg.) I took festival sponsored day trips to well known Texas 
bar-be-cue joints and ate more meat than a Japanese family eats in a year (according to my 
Japanese informant.) SEVERENCE screenwriter James Moran said he ate his weight in meat. 
What we did to our colons, we agreed, was the festival's true horror show.  
 
I discovered a great paradoxical at work in the genre scene. The more blood and guts and 
disturbing dastardly deeds in a film, the greater the capacity that film's audience has for having a 
good time. It's not that these folks get off on human misery and absurdist drama, it's that these 
kinds of films best take advantage of cinema's visceral draw. Fantastic Fest's genre films 
foreground the experience of watching film. The images don't wash over you, they freakin’ jump 
out and choke you. And, if the movie's really good, everyone else in the theater is just as into it. 
ride. They're there to participate. They're there have a thoroughly involving experience. People 
scream and clap and talk back at the screen, or they fall silent together in unadulterated terror. 
The audience is there for the ride. They're there to participate. They're there have a thoroughly 
involving cinematic experience. This is fun. 
 
There is no better place in the world to have this kind of festival than at the Alamo Drafthouse 
Cinema. Begun over ten years ago by festival co-founders Tim and Karrie League, their Austin 
lovechild has always been about the experience of watching movies. The Alamo is half 
restaurant, half movie theater. Filmgoers order items like gourmet pizza and aged French wine 
and have it delivered right to their seat.  
 
The Alamo is also known for its event style movie screenings. Legendary programming includes 
boy-band sing-a-long nights, the SIX FEET UNDER montage of death experience (viewers 
watch all of the opening fatality scenes of the famed HBO series back to back), and on location 
programming like a screening of THE DEEP in the middle of Town Lake. For that screening the 
audience sat in the middle of the lake in their inner tubes while a floating projector and screen 
showed the film. 
 
Fantastic Fest, like the Alamo, is about pure, unabashed pleasure. In addition to great 
programming and great food and drink, festival flourishes included scheduling the films so that 
they all let out at approximately the same time so people could meet and talk to each other in the 
uber cool lobby with its funky murals and spaceship art; enthusiastic movie intros by 
programmers like Harry Knowles (Ain't It Cool News) and Kier-La Janisse (CineMuerte); and 
crazy parties featuring cow tongue centerpieces and chainsaw sculpting. 



Fantastic Fest was a pleasure seeking thrill ride. I give it five stars. I'll see it again and again. Or, 
as Mr. Weinberg might say, "I clapped my hands in childlike glee." 

INSIDE (Jeff Mahler) 
It's a bit of a cop out to begin my reviews with INSIDE, one of the least genre films at the fest 
but I can't help it. I like what I like and I really liked this film. 
 
Young Alex (Nicholas D'Agosto) wears buttoned up oxford shirts, parts his hair to the side, and 
works at a local library. He's a perfect all American boy except for one thing. He likes to go 
inside other people's houses and spy on them when they’re home. Creepy. 
 
Then it gets creepier. When "visiting" the home of Alice (Cheryl White) and Mark Smith (Kevin 
Kilner), Alex gets caught. The couple, having recently lost their teenage son who looks 
remarkably just like Alex, invite him to stay. Alice offers to make him some food and 
desperately asks him to stay a little longer and watch some TV. He can't say no. He falls asleep 
on the couch and, resisting Alice's pleadings the next day, finally heads out. Wouldn't you just 
know it, a car hits him in the street! Alice and Mark insist on nursing him back to health. Pretty 
soon Alice and her hubby are convinced that Alex is really their dead son, Timmy, come back to 
life. When Alex tries to leave again, Alice and Mark break out the deadbolts and hospital 
restraints.  
  
The storyline is completely absurd but Mahler's clever arcs and the sublime acting, particularly 
from D'Agostino and White, allows the film to skate the thin line between absolute implausibility 
and odd exploration. The film's dark humor is particularly enjoyable. When poor Alex refuses to 
agree that he is really Timmy, "Mom" starts to take it personally. Acting like a six-year old, she 
tells him, gives her cause to treat him as one. When Alex insists on telling lies, insisting that he's 
not her son, Alice jams a bar of soap in his mouth. Things persist and the punishments grow 
more bizarre. When Alex can't recall the name of his favorite movie, she straps him down and 
forces him to watch the film over and over again. Satisfied he's learned his lesson, Alice and 
Mark wheel him into the kitchen for a surprise birthday celebration. Not having slept for the last 
three days, Alex struggles to blow out the candles. "I'm sorry, I'm a little tired," he says. Alice 
and Mark laugh. They've put trick candles on the cake. 
 
INSIDE is weird and inappropriate and it gave me erotic dreams. I admit this because it 
delighted the director when I told him. Mahler shared that, like his main character, he is 
fascinated with how people are the way they are. Unlike Alex, who gets into a lot of trouble for 
it, Mahler makes films instead of breaking into people's houses (as far as I know.) "No one has 
had that response to my film," he told me. "That's so interesting..."  
I look forward to his next film. I think. 
 
FROSTBITE (Anders Banke) 
At the film's Q&A for this film producer Christian Hallman explained that although Swedish 
state financing allows for films to get made that put artistic concerns over commercial ones (yea 
Ingmar Bergman), the reality is that "two people in Stockholm decide what films get made" and 
genre films like FROSTBITE, a cross between a teenage romp and epic vampire tale, aren't at the 



top of their list. It's difficult for the Swedish film industry to take off, Hallman elaborates, 
because the films that get financed don't usually make money.  
More bankable genres like horror and sci-fi don't usually get made in Sweden, making it hard to 
make a living if your passion is creating special effects and make-up. There just isn't much call 
for realistic mutilations and gory details in the country's typical dialogue driven art film. A film 
like FROSTBITE, with its relatively low budget, actually stood to benefit from this. Many of the 
professionals needed to work on this film, with its killing spree laden script, were willing to work 
cheaply to give a boost to filming more horror films on location in Scandinavia. 
 
While not a cinematic tour-de-force, FROSTBITE is a fun, revisionist film, giving the tale of the 
undead a fresh, new take. Strange things happen in the small town of Lapland when creepy Dr. 
Beckert (Carl-Åke Eriksson) loses the mysterious red pills he gives his comatose, only patient. 
Dogs talk and cute, little fuzzy rabbits get hurt. When the town's teenagers, thinking they're 
taking X, get a taste for blood instead, their party turns into a real bash. It's an animal house for 
real and due to the polar winter, there's more than a month till dawn. 
 
FROSTBITE is hip, clever and deliciously dark. Despite not having a US theatrical release, 
screenings in other markets and sales from dvd's should give it a nice ka-ching, hopefully giving 
Banke, Hallman and their talented crew the opportunities they deserve. 
  
 
THE LISTENING DEAD (Phil Mucci) 
Heavily inspired by expressionist films like METROPOLIS and THE CABINET OF DR. 
CALIGARI, the animation wonders in the original KING KONG and SINBAD films, and the 
gothic tones of BLACK SUNDAY and ERASERHEAD, THE LISTENING DEAD, described as 
a silent horror flick, is a short film marvel. The old timey production design, original score, and 
demonstrative acting all contribute to the film's success but it's the opening "money shot" I 
remember best. 
  
Working two weeks straight, director Phil Mucci and crew constructed a 16' by 8' miniature 
forest, complete with foam insulation cliffs and hillsides and hundreds of tiny trees culled from 
various hobby and architecture websites. The final shot, which required coordinating a moving 
camera, running the fog machine, pulling focus and working a puppet, took 18 hours. It was so 
worth it. Those of you who remember the 80's, when it was a big deal to see a major motion 
picture on TV, may recall that amazing intro HBO used to show before its "feature 
presentations" with its miniature Los Angeles. Remember how pumped up that would get you? 
"Oh my god, I'm going to see a movie on TV!" THE LISTENING DEAD, expertly conceived 
and executed, hits a nostalgic nerve and leaves you tingling with enjoyment. 
 
THE COST OF LIVING (John Joffe) 
I can't get this film out of my mind and it seems I'm not the only one. Fantastic Fest's Best Short 
Form Award is the latest award among many for John Joffe's provocative film. "We believe that 
everyone has the right to recorporate," says the salesman to the man looking for a new body 
(William B. Davis from The X Files.) Unfortunately, that right comes at a steep price. If you 
can't afford the bottom of the line, no frills "Adam" model, for "just under 6" (million!), there is 
the option to "work it off." Newly bodied recipients who choose this option work 14 hours a day, 



six days a week in Malaysia for the next 100 years. And they give up US citizenship. "I have 
cancer," the man says. "Where do I sign?" 
 
Science fiction, at its best, creates other worlds to make our own more clear. THE COST OF 
LIVING, with its cheeky future setting, says much about our present day global economy and the 
cruel and denied relationships between first world beneficiaries to their third world counterparts. 
Ultimately THE COST OF LIVING skillfully begs the question, if you have to choose between 
dying or being a slave, what choice do you really have? 
  
BED BUGS (Sean Carley) 
Director Sean Carley, who earns his paychecks writing for TV shows like the new DeGrassi 
Jr.High, lets his dark side see the light in this short form gem. Shot on a microbudget for under 
$1500 Canadian dollars ("That's like $1200 USD," Carley explains in the chatty production 
notes), BED BUGS explores the odd scenario of a single woman finding out she sleeps with an 
oversized mite who, when sucking her blood, tells her the future. [Personally, I'd love to see the 
kids at DeGrassi do something with this. If the dust mites told you that come prom night, your 
best friend would find herself impregnated by her no good, two timing boyfriend, what would 
you do?] 
 
Although the funky dream sequences and the delightfully understated performance by lead 
actress Tracey Beltrano are quite memorable, the real star of BED BUGS is the bed bug itself. 
You could really go wrong showing "the beast." Sometimes the best strategy is to let the 
audience imagine the horror themselves but in this case, the well detailed construction combined 
with judicious photographic choices make it pop. (That's like bursting out, not, like, popular.) :-) 
	  


